CASE STUDY | Educational Academy

The mission of this innovative school (grades 1-12) is to provide extraordinary
educational opportunities to children with language-based learning disabilities such as dyslexia, dysgraphia, and dyscalculia, utilizing research-based
intervention strategies and an arts-based learning environment that is college
preparatory in scope and sequence. The academy also is dedicated to developing a center for educational excellence and professional development
to disseminate best practices to educators by providing access to the latest
research-based curriculum, technology, and training.

This school is building a new facility that incorporates principles of small class size. The 320 square foot classrooms
are designed to maintain a remarkable 12:1 students/
teacher ratio. The school’s priority was to create classrooms that were flexible and ergonomic using design-oriented value-added furnishings and services.
Vanerum Studio worked directly with the dealer, the
A&D firm and the school to help the team visualize the
specified products in various layouts within the space.
We delivered renderings showcasing how Vanerum's
product solutions could be applied in various classroom
layouts. Vanerum provided a comprehensive pro-posal
including all the layouts, renderings and product spec
sheets in the time frame requested by the dealer.
The design firm and school officials carefully selected
products that would support their curriculum and a variety
of teaching methods. Vanerum's Opti+ desk and chair,
Airley chair and Acute desk made up the student zone
furniture. The teacher zone incorporated the Ion desk
for all grade levels. SchoolWorks mobile storage and
Align modular casegoods provided specific solutions for
storage needs.
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Products Specified: High School
Opti+ .Be Desk & Chair
Opti+ .Move Desk & Chair (Sit & Sit/Stand)
Acute Half Round Table
Ion Instructor Desk
Schoolworks Low Cabinet w/ Drawer
Schoolworks High Closed Cabinet
Schoolworks Upper Cabinet
Columnboard/Tackboard
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Products Specified: Elementary and Middle School
Airley C Frame
Acute Belly Trap Desk
Ion Instructor Desk
Schoolworks Low Cabinet w/ Drawer
Schoolworks High Closed Cabinet
Column board/Tackboard

The Elementary and Middle School classes feature
a break out area where students can connect to the
school’s integrated network and the Internet.
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